
The impact of Covid-19 on hotel valuations
Questions/Answers

Qu. 1 What is your view on valuation of B&Bs? Is it now not looking optimistic now that staycations are the in thing?
Russell Kett

Like all hotels, the answer depends on where the B&B is located.  If it is able to generate business from the frive-to, 
staycation market, then it should succeed in the current environment

Bob Silk
Also, valuation is, in amongst many other factors a function of trading performance and so, in simple terms, 
performance goes up/ valuation goes up and vice versa

Qu. 2 What has been the effect on valuations of London hotels for statutory accounts/audit purposes?
Russell Kett See slide in RK presentation which shows the valuations conducted in 2020 compared with the same hotels in 2019
Bob Silk

I have still to see any audited accounts covering 2020 and so cannot tell you what the practical application has been. 
That said some measure of impairment "feels right". But then again there have been little/ no transactions and so 

Qu. 3 What is the impact on london hotel yield post pandemic?
Russell Kett

Too early to say, especially given that earnings are down in 2020.  Most likely a small increase given that debt finance is 
likely to have been affected

Bob Silk Agree with RK

Qu. 4
Cash generation can, thankfully, start again as we come out of lockdown. However, there are likely to be liabilities that 
have built up over the last 12 or so months which will put pressure on cash.

Russell Kett Correct
Bob Silk Confirmed

Qu. 5
A client has his 3 year valuation coming up - is it appropriate for the lender (Barclays strangely) to request a valuation in 
this current climate?

Bob Silk

Although Lenders invariably have the right to revalue documented in loan agreements at any time I have not sought 
any revaluations since the beginning of Covid. These invariably a requirement to revalue every three years and this is a 
regulatory requirment becasue much longer than this and a valuation is deemded to have become "stale" and risks 

Qu. 6 Sorry - question therefore is: how is this reflected in the Bank views on cash and therefore vialibility going forward?
Bob Silk

As the old saying goes, "Cash is King". Also, with hotels what goes up invariably goes down and vice versa. And so , given 
time and provided a hotel is well located, well operated and well invested, one would hope that cashgeneration will 

Qu. 7
How do lenders seek to recover the additional funding they have provided to struggling businesses? Will businesses be 
able to pay?

Bob Silk
It's impossble to provide a one size fits all answer, because every situation is unique. Broadly speaking though, paitence 
is a virtue!

Qu. 8
If you are using the NPV valuation approach, would it not be appropriate to "normalize" cash flows for abnormal costs eg 
non market slary rates for owners who may be overpaid or even underpaid is using a dividend tax efficient remuneration 

Russell Kett Your future cash flow estimates should be based on the most realistic envisaged cash position

Qu. 9 if your depreciation rate is fiction, then your accountant has his depreciation rate wrong!



Russell Kett
You perhaps misunderstood what I mean by 'fiction'.  In this instance, I am referring to the lack of fixed rules on 
depreciation rates.  Within reason, you can set your own levels

Qu. 10
HVS expects Europe to bounce back in 2024. But that’s for all segments combined. What does Russell think about the 
luxury segment in large city markets?

Russell Kett
As I mentioned, my expectation reflects and average situation but there will be some hotels which perform better than 
average, and those whose performance will be worse.  Many city centre luxury hotels will find it hard to see a return to 

Bob Silk
If you take London as an example, then I think that much will depend on when air corridors open because London's hotel 
economy is heavily dependent on inbound US & UAE visitors. Once they come back, I think that London luxury hotels' 

Qu. 11

Russell - really interested by your comment on secondary and tertiary markets being less vulnerable. Surely if city 
centre hotels have spare capacity, they will fill first as rates will be competitive to gain occupancy. Secondary and 
tertiary locations to city centres must surely therefore suffer as the city centres won't push demand out.

Russell Kett
That isn't what the data are suggesting at present, which is that guests are attracted to hotels which are in more remote 
locations - especially given that much of the demand is leisure based

Qu. 12
Of course, this will be on a case by case but do you think the efficiencies in costs might be just enough to compensate 
the strucural impact on ADR? Or it will still not be enough?

Russell Kett
Not sure what 'structural impact' you are referring to.  I definitely think there are some serious cost savings likely to 
emanate from structural changes to the way hotels are operated post-Covid

Bob Silk
A challenge going forward will be to keep a tigh rien on costs - all to easy too easy for this to slip, once Covdi is in the rear 
view mirror.

Qu. 13
Given the recent history of “meltdowns” (GFC, Covid), to what extent or how do “uknown unkowns” need to be taken 
into account in future valuations?

Russell Kett These are inherently factored into the discount rates which valuers use

Qu. 14 What types of multiples do you see where values are performed on an EBITDA basis
Russell Kett

There is really no single or simple answer to this question.  It depends on the individual circumstances of the particular 
hotel in question

Bob Silk
Agreed; it depends on what sort of hotel location, tredn of trading performance, time in the cycle; difficult to provide a 
ine size fits all. Rather then best one can do it to consider the range of multiple, peak to trough for comparable hotels.

Qu. 15
How to value a managed hotel in constrution, due to open in 2024/25, stabilized in 2027/28. Can we rely on the 
business plan forecast of the operator?

Russell Kett
The valuer should consider the bases of all assumptions and arrive at their own projection of cash flow which may - or 
may not - agree with that of the operator

Bob Silk
Agree with RK; currently probably easier to gauge likely performance three/ four years out than nearer term 
performance.

Qu. 16
Russell - how do you see hotels funding refurb capex going forward? Will lenders still be positive about pouring cash into 
hotel businesses?

Russell Kett
They need to demonstrate they have the cash flow available to support this investment, as Bob Silk mentioned regularly 
during the webinar

Bob Silk

The need for continual investment is well understood by lenders and so no issue with that principal. In order to work out 
whether it can be debt funded is a function of freecashflow; There are of course lots of moving parts here, but when you 
get down to brass tacks, ... Question 1: How much average freecash flow p.a. did the hotel generate across the last cycle, 
Quesrion 2: how much debt is the hotel carrying (i.e. bank debt + accumulated "Covid arrears"? Question 3: Is the answer 

Qu. 17
Can Barclays or others indictate any proportonate levels of Credit Provisions taken on existing commercial real estate 
loans secured by hotels?   i.e. due to uncertainty in valuations for eventual loan recovery and/or the projected 

Bob Silk I'm afraid that I don't have access to that data.



Qu. 18
In valuations are you adjusting valuations COVID19 by adjusting cash flow assumptions rather than changing cap rates? 
Or do you believe cap rates / multiples have changed? If so, by how much is your feeling

Russell Kett
Most changes arise from the cash flow projections with little or nothing from changing the valuation parameters / 
discount rates

Qu. 19 Any forecast on resort hotels on the Med?
Russell Kett The more accessible ones should be in great demand but this is a rather sweeping question…

Qu. 20
Have you come across many examples of disputes between hotel owners, hotel operators and systems arising out of 
how to deal with the financial consequences of the pandemic?

Russell Kett
Most sensible owners, operators, banks, lessors and investors have discussed the issues and reached an accommodation 
where possible rather than escalating this to a dispute - so far...

Bob Silk
I've only seen one example where one of my customer has taken advantage of a once only option to terminate a 
Management Agreement; gave 12 months' notice and going forward intends to operate the hotel independently of a 

Qu. 21
Hotel valuations predicated on projected income- how much reliability would valuers place on projected income 
streams given the pandemic?

Russell Kett Valuers are free to adjust projections which they consider to be unrealistic

Qu. 22
Is corporate travel expected to return to anywhere near pre-Covid levels? and if not, what impact would this have long-
term?

Russell Kett
Depends on the hotel but coporate business travel should eventually return.  Where it doesn't then hoteliers should be 
looking to replace this with other types of business not wringing their hands

Bob Silk
Agreed;  given time, I think that it will return. How much time, I cannot say though and so there is a need to adaptable 
and decrease any prior dependency on this source of income.

Qu. 23
Thousands and thousands of hotel rooms will flood into the market as hotels reopen due to lifted restrictions. How do 
you see that this will affect room rates? Will hoteliers stay remain cool or will they undercut rates?....

Russell Kett
Just because restrictions are lifted doesn't mean that hoteliers should anticipate they will be flooded with demand.  So a 
gradual reopening and staffing should occur, bringing staff back in line with demand returning.  Cutting rates isn't 

Bob Silk I have not seen any evidence of rate discounting, …. yet. That doesn't mean it won't happen though; we'll see.

Qu. 24
Does the panel see private capital funding overtaking bank debt as the pricipal source of funds in the short/medium 
term?

Russell Kett
There is a much wider choice of loan finance emerging and it remains to be see as to whether this displaces the role of 
the traditional senior debt sources

Bob Silk
Agreed; the sources of capital are many and varied and in some cases, expensive. So, one has to weigh the cost of capital 
vs the relatively urgency of the funding requirement.

Qu. 25 What about other cities in Europe such as Paris or Brussels
Russell Kett

Most major European cities will be slower to recover than the leisure-driven markets but those in continental Europe 
have the advantage of being more accessible to international visitors than, say, London


